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ABSTRACT The translational and rotational diffusion coefficients of very short DNA fragments have been calculated
using a double-helical bead model in which each nucleotide is represented by one bead. The radius of the helix is regarded
as an adjustable parameter. The translational coefficient and the perpendicular rotation coefficient agree very well with
experimental values for oligonuclotides with 8, 12, and 20 base pairs, for a single value of the helical radius of about 10
A. We have also calculated a nuclear magnetic resonance relaxation time in which the coefficient for rotation about the
main axis is involved. As found previously with cylindrical models, the results deviate from experimental values, indicating
that the internal motion of the bases has a remarkable amplitude. An attempt to quantify the extent of internal motions
is presented.
INTRODUCTION
Most dynamic properties of long DNAs are dominated by the
contour length and the bending flexibility of the macromol-
ecule, whereas the thickness and, particularly, the detailed
cross-sectional structure are less important. Consequently,
the solution properties of DNA have been interpreted cus-
tomarily in terms of a model with wormlike contour and
uniform, circular cross-section (Bloomfield et al., 1974). If
the contour length of the DNA is shorter than its persistence
length (this happens when the number ofbase pairs is roughly
<100), the macromolecular filament is essentially rigid and
straight, and the cross-section becomes more important. In
that case the wormlike model reduces to a straight, circular
cylinder. Monodisperse, short fragments of DNA of that
length are becoming easily available, and can be characterized
by means of hydrodynamic techniques like sedimentation
(Kovacic and Van Holde, 1977), transient electric dichroism
(Dieckman et al., 1982), birefringence (Lewis et al., 1986), and
dynamic light scattering (Eimer and Pecora, 1991).
Using early results from those techniques, we showed
(Tirado et al., 1984) that the Tirado-Garcia de la Torre theory
for straight, rigid cylinders (Tirado and Garcia de la Torre,
1979, 1980; Garcia de la Torre et al., 1984) provides a con-
sistent framework for analyzing hydrodynamic properties of
DNA fragments from about 50 to 100 base pairs. More re-
cently, Eimer and Pecora (1991) have been able to measure
properties of oligonucleotides as short as 8 base pairs, finding
that the Tirado-Garcia de la Torre equations for cylinders are
remarkably valid for such short DNA pieces. Therefore, the
cylindrical model (with a rigorous hydrodynamic treatment)
provides an adequate treatment of the influence of the thick-
ness of the DNA double helix on the hydrodynamic prop-
erties which describe the overall translational and rotational
dynamics of the macromolecule, and this happens in the
whole range of lengths. One may think that the details of
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the double-helical structure are unimportant in the description of
such overall properties. One simple argument to explain this
situation is that those details are somehow buried by hydration,
which fills in part the grooves of the helix.
Aside from the adequacy of the cylindrical model, we
think that it is important to test more detailed models that
embody the helical structure ofDNA, and particularly a bead
model in which each nucleotide is replaced by a spherical
element. In the early years ofbead-model theory (Bloomfield
et al., 1967; Garcia de la Torre and Bloomfield, 1977), it was
thought that the beads in the model should be of macromo-
lecular size (i.e., various orders of magnitude larger than the
solvent molecules) to guarantee the validity of the continuum
hydrodynamics in which the theory is based. However, bead
models at a molecular scale, even with atomic resolution,
were later used successfully for various biopolymers
(Venable and Pastor, 1988; Porschke and Antosiewicz, 1990;
Tirado et al., 1990). Indeed, the possibility of a bead
model with high resolution for DNA, that would take into
account the double-helical structure, was presented years
ago (Garcia de la Torre and Horta, 1976, 1977), but un-
fortunately, experimental data on short DNA oligomers
were not available by that time, and the theory was in its
earliest stages.
The overall dynamics (translational and rotational diffu-
sivity) of a piece of DNA is interesting to describe some
phenomena and for characterization purposes. However, the
internal dynamics may be more relevant for many aspects of
DNA function. Molecular dynamics simulation, in which the
elements in the model are the individual atoms, provides an
insight in the fast, short-range dynamics of DNA. However,
this technique cannot reach the slower, larger scale internal
motions that are denoted generically as bending, torsion, or
twisting. For such problems, stochastic or Brownian dynam-
ics simulation has to be employed, with models having fewer,
larger elements, but still including as much structural detail.
Helical bead models are promising for that purpose.
However, such models must be parameterized and tested for
overall properties. This need provides the second main rea-
son for the work reported in this article.
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THEORY AND METHODS
Helical geometry and bead models
The geometry of a single helix can be described by the following set of
quantities:A, radius ofthe helix; P, pitch; n, number ofturns (not necessarily
integer). If the helical axis is z, then the parametric equations of the helix
can be written as
x = A cos(t + ) y =A sin(t + ) z = Pt/2Ir (1)
where the value of the phase angle, #, can be arbitrary. t is a continuous
parameter that goes from t = 0 to t = 2rn,. The two strands of a double
helix can also be described by Eq. 1, using different values for the phase
angle of each strand. If we set #1 = 0, then #2 would measure the phase
difference. The most symmetric situation is that corresponding to #2 = IT.
In the bead model of the helix, beads of radius o- are placed along the
contour of the helical line. A convenient way of expressing the density of
beads is the number of beads per turn, n. In a double helix, the number of
bead pairs is Nb = nnt and the number of beads, Nb, would be twice this
quantity. The Cartesian coordinates of the beads in one strand, with bead
indices i = 0, . . ., Nbp - 1, can be obtained from Eq. 1, using instead of
t the discrete parameter
t = 2ii/n. (2)
For the beads in the second strand, with indices i = Nbp, . ., 2Nbp - 1, we
may use the same formulas, but replacing i by i - NbP - 1 in Eq. 2 and using
the desired #2 in Eq. 1. For the symmetric double helix with #2 = IT, we
have xi 1 =I --xi, y 1-N,- = -y5, and Zi-Nbp-1 = zi-
Next, the bead radius has to be chosen. In principle, this quantity can be
variable, and bead overlapping can be allowed. However, it is known that
in bead model calculations, the results depend on bead radius much less than
on the number and position of the beads. Therefore, to avoid an additional
model parameter, we assume touching beads. Thus, there are two geometri-
cal restrictions on the bead model. One is that the pitch cannot be smaller
than the diameter of the beads, so that P > 2o,. The second one is that the
distance between beads that are neighbors along the strand, u, given by
u = (2A2(1 - cos(2ir/n)) + (2Ir/n)2)112 (3)
must be equal or larger than the diameter of the beads. The case of touching
neighbor beads corresponds to oa = u/2. In Fig. 1 two double helix with
Nb = 15, A = 10 A, P = 34 A are plotted. One of them is symmetric
(( = 180°), with two equal grooves, whereas the other (# = 120°) shows
two grooves of different widths.
Torre and Bloomfield, 1981; Garcia de la Torre, 1989). The computer soft-
ware HYDRO (Garcia de la Torre et al., 1993) was used in the calculations.
It should be pointed out that the conventional bead-model procedures are
not still completely rigorous. Although the procedure includes theoretical
refinements such as a rotational correction from bead size (Garcia de la Torre
and Rodes, 1983; Garcia de la Torre, 1989), which is relevant for axial
rotation, it still omits some hydrodynamic effects like couplings between
translation and rotation at the level of individual beads, and higher order and
multibody hydrodynamic interactions. However, it is usually assumed that
the influence of such effects is small, hopefully <3% for models that are not
too compact. Therefore the conclusions drawn from the comparison of he-
lical models with cylindrical models and experimental data should not be
affected by such effects.
The translational properties (diffusion and sedimentation) of the particle
are simply determined by the translational diffusion coefficient, D,. The
complete description of the rotational diffusivity of an arbitrary particle is
contained in the rotational diffusion tensor, Dr (Wegener et al., 1979; Garcia
de la Torre, 1981). The time decay or frequency dependence of electro-
optical or spectroscopic properties inv-)yves up to five rotational relaxation
times (Garcia de la Torre, 1981) which can be calculated in terms of the
trace, D, and anisotropy, A, of the D, tensor, that are given by
D= (DI +D2+D3)/3
A = (D12 + D2+ D 2 - D1D2-D1D3 -D2D3)112
(4)
(5)
where the eigenvalues of Dr are denoted (in increasing order) as D1, D2, and
D3. The expressions for the relaxation times are:
T, = (6D - 2A)-1 T2 = (3(Dl + D))' 3 = (3(D2 + D))-1 (6)
T4 = (3(D3+ D))-1 T5 = (6D1 + 2A) -1
The longest relaxation time, Ti, usually dominates the observed dynamics.
It is pertinent to recall the form of the hydrodynamic properties for the
special situation of a symmetric top, i.e., a particle having an axis of sym-
metry. Such is the simple case of a rodlike cylinder, on which the analysis
of Eimer and Pecora (1991) was based. For a straight cylinder, with the
cylindrical axis along z, the Dr tensor is diagonal, with D1 = D = Dres -
Dr,yy DI and D3 = Dr- Dll. In such cases, there are distinct relaxation
times, given by
Ta = (6D,)-1 TTb = (5D, + D11) 1 T, = (2D, + 4DII)1. (7)
For a prolate cylinder, D1 < D1p and T, Ta, = T3 Tb, T4 = T5 c
whereas for an oblate cylinder, D1 > D11, and 5 Ta, 4 =T T3 Tb, and
T2 = T1 Tc
Hydrodynamic coefficients and calculations
The hydrodynamic coefficients and other properties of the helical models
have been calculated using the conventional procedure for bead models. The
theory and computational procedure can be found in reviews (Garcia de la
A B
FIGURE 1 (A) Double-helical bead model for DNA, with # = 180'
(symmetric case). (B) The same, with # = 120'.
RESULTS
Comparison of models
The study of the double-helical model is directly intended to
analyze solution properties of DNA. Therefore, from the be-
ginning we set some geometrical parameters roughly equal
to those of the B form of DNA. Namely, we take a pitch,
P = 34 A, and a number of base pairs per turn, n = 10.
Therefore, we neglect any sequence dependence as well as
bends, because both effects must be unimportant for such
DNA pieces. The radius A is regarded as a variable, adjust-
able parameter.
As a preliminary question, we studied the dependence of
the hydrodynamic properties on the angle 4 that measures the
phase shift between the two strands. The results, for a DNA
dodecamer model, with plausible values of the geometrical
parameters, are listed in Table 1 as a function of 4, which
is varied from 1800, corresponding to the symmetric double
helix. As 4 is decreased, the width of one of the helix grooves
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TABLE 1 Properties of a DNA model, 12 base pairs long,
with A = 10 A and P = 34 A, and a varying phase angle
between the two helices, 4)
Dt X 10-7, TIongest Tshortest
P 0 Rg. A cm2 S X 109 s X109 S
180 15.7 13.5 6.66 4.74
165 15.7 13.5 6.65 4.72
150 15.6 13.6 6.61 4.70
135 15.6 13.7 6.54 4.64
120 15.6 13.8 6.44 4.55
105 15.6 14.0 6.31 4.44
90 15.6 14.3 6.15 4.30
increases and the other decreases. The groove width in DNA
is somewhat variable, depending on a variety of factors, in-
cluding sequence (Boutonet et al., 1993). However, com-
parison of molecular models of B-DNA with bead models
suggest that the real value of should be around 1200 (see
Fig. 1 B). In Table 1, has been decreased to a rather small
value, 900, for which the model looks quite unnatural.
The results in Table 1 clearly indicate that the hydrody-
namic properties are essentially insensitive to the angle.
The changes in properties on going from the symmetric struc-
ture (1800) to others that look closer to molecular models
(1200) are of a few percent, even smaller than typical in-
strumental errors. Therefore the study of some aspects of the
hydrodynamics of DNA could be made with a symmetric
bead model (4 = 1800). This may be helpful for future dy-
namics simulations. However, for the present bead-model
calculation there is no particular advantage from symmetry
and for the subsequent calculations in this work we take the
molecular choice, = 1200.
Another preliminary study was concerned with the be-
havior of the various rotational constants, looking for the
proper hydrodynamic coefficient for the comparison with
experimental data. For any value of NbP, the rotational dif-
fusion tensor of the double helix has the form
tDr,XX Drxy 0
Dr = Dr'xY Dryy (8)
0
° Dr,zz
so that we can always identify Drzz Dp, as for circular
cylinders. For very short fragments (say NbP = 2 - 6), the
nondiagonal component Drxy is of the same order as the di-
agonal ones. For intermediate lengths (roughly NbP = 7 - 11),
we find that Dr'Xy is much smaller than Drxx and Dryyl and
it is valid to take DI = (D1 + D2)/2 = (Dr + Drsyy)/2.
For long fragments (e.g., NbP > 11) the 1, 2, xx, and yy values
are practically identical, as for cylinders, and we simply take
D1 = D1 =Dr,xx
The evolution of the trend shown by the set of eigenvalues
of Dr and the set of relaxation times as NbP increases is shown
in Fig. 2. For long fragments, we can appreciate that there
are only two distinct rotational diffusion coefficients, and
three distinct relaxation times. Therefore, we can conclude
that the rotational dynamics of a double helix can be treated,
to a good approximation, as that of axysimmetric particle
(symmetric top).
Dr x10 7(s1)
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FIGURE 2 Dependence of the three rotational diffusion coefficients,
Dk(k = 1, 2, 3)(X) and the five relaxation times Tk(k = 1, ..., 5)-
of DNA double-helical models, on the number of base pairs, NbP. The
parameters of the model are A = 10 A, P = 34 A, and = 120°.
From the aspect of our bead models, as shown in Fig. 1,
one may appreciate as an apparent deficiency that the core
of the double helix (the region occupied by the planar bases)
is hollow. It is well known in rigid-particle hydrodynamics
that, as a consequence of hydrodynamic interaction, the in-
nermost parts of a model have a minor contribution to the
properties. Good examples of this are the results for hollow
and filled cylindrical arrays of beads (Tirado and Garcia de
la Torre, 1979, 1980). We have analyzed the influence of the
core using a variation of the model which has more beads that
fill the helix. For each nucleotide, in addition to the bead
given by Eqs. 1 and 2, we use an extra bead lying on the radial
direction, and tangent to the external bead at the inner side.
For A = 10 A, the radius of the external bead is ar = 3.5 A,
and we took ao' = 2.5 A for the inner beads. Thus, 85% of
the radius,A, of the helix is filled. A comparison of the results
of the model with 2NbP beads with those of the model with
NbP beads is presented in Table 2. We see that the effect of
the core in translational diffusivity is negligible, and for ro-
tational relaxation times, the effect is <10%. We conclude
that the contribution from the core is small as expected. Al-
though such contribution may have some marginal influence
in the comparison with experimental results, we decided, for
the sake of simplicity, to neglect the core adopting the model
with one bead per nucleotide.
TABLE 2 Comparison of properties of the DNA model with
one bead per nucleotide (A), with those of a test model with
two beads per nucleotide (B). The geometric parameters are
A = 10 A, P = 34 A, 6 = 120, or = 3.5 A, and r' = 2.5 A
Dt x 10-7, CM2 S-1 ITongest x 10 S Tshortest x 10 S
Nbp (A) (B) (A) (B) (A) (B)
6 18.8 18.6 2.4 2.6 2.2 2.4
14 12.8 12.7 8.5 9.1 6.2 6.7
X~ I./
;I -.
i ;;:-at
X
inntJ
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It is also interesting to compare the results for the helical
bead model with those calculated for cylinders of length
L = PNb/n and diameter 2A using the Tirado-Garcia de la
Torre equation (Tirado and Garcia de la Torre, 1979, 1980).
The comparison can be performed in terms of dimensionless
combinations of properties such us the f(p) function, where
p = L/2A (Garcia de la Torre et al., 1984), which combines
Dt and D1, and the ratio of the two rotational coefficients,
D11/DL. The values of f(p) for the helical model are quite
close to those reported for cylinders. However, the Di/DEI
ratio behaves differently, as shown in Fig. 3. For the helical
model Dil is appreciably smaller than for the cylinder of the
same p. The plot of this ratio for the bead model can be used
also to analyze the effect of the 4 angle in the double helix.
One would expect that the symmetric model might under-
estimate Dll. We find that this is true, but the magnitude of
the effect is very small: the DiVED, ratios for the symmetric
and asymmetric models are nearly coincident, as seen in
Fig. 3.
Comparison with experimental data
The central part of our analysis is the comparison of calcu-
lated results for the diffusion constants with experimental
data of DNA, and particularly with the Eimer-Pecora data for
the shortest fragments with NbP = 8, 12, and 20, for which
the details of the cross-sectional structure must be more rel-
evant. The comparison is made in Fig. 4 for the translational
diffusion coefficient, Dt, and in Fig. 5 for the rotational dif-
fusion coefficient, D1. Error bars of about 4% are attached
to the Dt data. For Do the error bars are of the same size as
the plotted symbols. We see that the two properties of the
three fragments are well described for the double-helical
model with a helix radiusA = 10-11 A. The fit is very good
for D1, and for Dt there seems to be a slight systematic de-
viation, which is of a magnitude close to the experimental
DI, /DL
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FIGURE 3 Plot of the DJD1 ratio as a function of length expressed as the
number of basepairs (A = 10 A, P = 34 A). The dashed curve is for the
cylinder, and the two practically coincident continuous lines are for double
helices with = 1800 and = 1200.
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FIGURE 4 Plot of the translational diffusion coefficient, Dt, versus num-
ber of base pairs, Nbp. Continuous curves are calculated values for P = 34
A, 4) = 1200, and the indicated values of the helix radius. The data points
are experimental values of Eimer and Pecora (1991).
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FIGURE 5 Plot of the rotational diffusion coefficient, D1, versus number
of base pairs, Nbp. Continuous curves are calculated values for P = 34 A,
4 = 120°, and the indicated values of the helix radius. The data points are
experimental values of Eimer and Pecora (1991).
errors. The agreement is nearly as good as that found by
Eimer and Pecora for the cylindrical model with the Tirado-
Garcia de la Torre theory. Indeed plots like Figs. 4 and 5 for
cylinders (not shown) have the very same aspect, again with
a somewhat better fit for Do than for Dt.
The helix radius A = 10-11 A is in turn very close to the
crystallographic radius of the B-DNA helix, measured at the
phosphate group. Our bead model for the double helix is
actually somehow thicker due to the size of the spherical beads,
that forA = 10 A (from the axis to the center of the bead) is
o- 4 A; its thickness (or effective radius from the axis the outer
surface) ranges between A + oa at the base planes and A at a
plane halfway between bases. The mean value is about 12-13 A,
with an additional amount of 2-3 A more than the crystallo-
graphic value, that can be reasonably attributed to hydration.
The rotational diffusion coefficient for rotation around the
helical axis, D11, can be expected to be more sensitive to the
n,
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transversal structure and size than D1. One experimental
technique that monitors the rotation around the main axis is
time-resolved nuclear Overhauser effect cross-relaxation.
This technique has been applied recently to short DNA
fragments by various authors (Eimer et al., 1990; Birchall
and Lane, 1990). From the experimental cross-relaxation
rate for a pair (r, s) of protons, urs, the nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) relaxation time is obtained as Tnmr =
- (10r6/v'hh2)or,, where VH is the proton gyromagnetic
constant, and r is the distance between the pair of protons.
For a rigid, arbitrarily shaped particle, T6)% is a combi-
nation of the five relaxation times in Eq. 6. (The (rb)
subscript makes reference to rigid-body behavior). For a
symmetric top, such as a cylinder, Tnmr is a combination
of the three relaxation times in Eq. 7. The coefficients in
the linear combination are functions of the orientation of
the proton-proton vector in the system of reference of
rotational diffusion. For the symmetric top, it just depends on the
angle subtended by that vector and the particle axis. For a review
ofthe theory, see Eimer et al. (1990) or Birchall and Lane (1990).
As discussed above, the double helix is not geometrically an
axisymmetric particle, but its rotational diffusion tensor has the
same structure as that of a symmetric top; therefore the same
equations hold.
The experimental results, reported or compiled by those
authors correspond to the H5-H6 pair of cytosine, which is
in the planes of bases. The proton-proton vector is then per-
pendicular to the axis and the NMR relaxation times takes a
simpler form
(rb) = _ 3+_- )1 )1 + 3 (2D1 + 4D11) 1 (9)4 4
Combining the values ofD1 andDi calculated for our double-
helical model, we have calculated the NMR relaxation time.
The results for the fitted value of the double helix, A = 10
A, are compared in Fig. 6 A with experimental results for
oligonucleotides with NbP = 6 to 20. We also include the
values calculated for cylinders with a radius of 10.5 A, which
is the best fit found by Eimer and co-workers (Eimer et al.,
1990; Eimer and Pecora, 1991) for the relaxation times in
dynamic light scattering. As noted by these authors, there is
a clear deviation of the results calculated for cylinders from
the experimental values. Now we see that the calculation for
the helix, again using the same radius that fit scattering, falls
above the cylinder results. Analyzing the values of the two
diffusion coefficients DA and DI, we see that results for cyl-
inder are quite close to those for helices, but D11 is appreciably
lower for the helix than for the cylinder. (We recall that this
situation persists with the modified, filled double helix.) Ac-
cording to Eq. 9, Tr$) is higher for the helix, and deviates
more from the experimental values. Strictly speaking, the
agreement with measurements is worse for the helical model.
However, according to Eimer et al. (1990), deviations be-
tween experimental values of Di, or Tnmr and results for rigid
models (which, on the other hand, fit well both Dt and D1)
must be expected from the torsional flexibility of the double
helix, which is dynamically mixed with axial rotation. In-
Tnmr (ns)
base pairs (N4p)
Tnmr (ns)
(A)
(B)
5. 10. 15. 20. 25.
base pairs (t4p)
FIGURE 6 NMR relaxation time for the H5-H6 pair of cytosine versus
number of base pairs. (A) Results for rigid models: DHM, double helical
model with P = 34 A, 0 = 1200, A = 10 A; CYL, cylinder of the same
diameter. The experimental data points are: *, from Eimer et al. (1990), and
0, from Birchall and Lane (1990). (B) Results for the DHM corrected for
internal motion, using the Schurr-Fujimoto theory, with the indicated values
of the root-mean-square angular displacement, ( 8eW )l/2.
deed, those authors attributed entirely the deviation of the
results for rigid cylinders to internal, torsional motion. If the
same is assumed for the results from the double-helical hy-
drodynamic model, the extent of the internal motion of the
bases in DNA may be even greater than that predicted in
terms of a cylindrical model, as shown next.
Analysis of internal motions
So far, we have accomplished the main purpose of our work,
showing how the double-helical model, with realistic pa-
rameters, predicts very well the overall translational and ro-
tational diffusion of short DNA fragments. In future work,
the model may be complemented with some field of forces
between beads, making it useful to simulate the whole dy-
namics of the double helix. Here, it is possible to estimate the
extent of internal motion, attributing entirely to it the de-
viation of the calculated T(rb) from the experimental Tr. This
analysis has been performed by Eimer et al. (1990) using the
cylinder as the rigid model. Using our results for the double-
helical model, we now can investigate the model dependence
of the results.
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Our analysis proceeds along the same way followed by
Eimer et al. (1990), using the two alternative methods and the
same assumptions made by those authors. The first one is
based on the model-free approach of Lipari and Szabo
(1982a, b). The wobbling of the internuclear vector is char-
acterized by a single correlation time Tin. If such time is
assumed to be much faster than the overall correlation time,
then the correlation function is well approximated by a single
exponential with correlation time
= S2T(rb) + (1 - S2) (10)
where S is the generalized order parameter, and the rigid-
body correlation time, T(rb), is that from Eq. 9. As in the
calculations of Eimer et al. (1990) we use an estimate of
Tint =50 ns. The extent of internal motion can be measured
by parameters with more physical implication that S, but this
requires that the motion is represented by a particular model.
In the wobbling in a cone model (Wang and Pecora, 1980;
Lipari and Szabo, 1981) the internuclear vector diffuses
freely within a cone of semiangle 00, related to the order
parameter by
1
Scone = cos 00(l + cos 00). (11)
The second method is based on a theory by Schurr
and Fujimoto (Schurr, 1984; Schurr and Fujimoto, 1988).
The intermolecular vector undergoes overdamped harmonic
librations, described by angular coordinates E (polar) and 'q
(azimuthal), about an equilibrium position E0. Assuming that
the internal relaxation times of the two coordinates are much
shorter than the rotational relaxation times, then the observed
NMR relaxation time is given by
Tnmr = Co(6DI)-1 + C1(5DI + Did-1 (12)
+ C2(2DI +4DIO-1.
In our case, EO = 900, and therefore, for isotropic motion the
root mean square angular displacements for the two coor-
dinates are identical: (&2 )1/2 = (5q2 )1/2. Then, the constants
in Eq. 12 take a particularly simple form:
2exp(-2 (SE2 )) + exp( 4 (SE2)) (13)
C2 1 + 2 exp(-2 ( SE2 )) + - exp(- 4 ( SE2 (14)
+
-exp(-8(SE2)
2
and C1 = 0. It is noteworthy that, if internal motion is sup-
pressed, ( SE2 )12 = 0 and these results reduce to the rigid-
body expression for (rb), expressed in Eq. 9.
In the comparison of the outcome of the two methods, the
compared values must be those of parameters with similar
physical meaning, although the distribution function for the
angular displacements are different qualitatively. We think
that the root-mean-square angular fluctuation from the
Schurr theory, ( &S2 )1/2 should be compared with the root-
mean-square angle in the other theory, ( 02 )1/2, defined as
( 02) = 02p(O) sin 0 dO
fp(O) sin 0 dO (15)
where for the cone model the unnormalized distribution is
p(O) = sinO and the integration limits are 0 and 00. The in-
volved integrals are trivial, and the result is
- Ocos0o + 200sin 00 + 2 cos 00 - 2( 02 ) 00 (16)
To check our numerical procedures, we first reproduced
the analysis of Eimer et al. (1990). Inserting in Eqs. 9 and
12 the values for D1 and DI, calculated for cylinders with
d = 20.5 A, and using only their subset of experimental data,
a least-squares minimization gives for the adjustable param-
eters in each method the same values, S = 0.82 (so that
00 = 290) and ( SE2) = 18°, which coincide with their results.
For the sake of completeness, the same procedure was per-
formed with the experimental data from Birchall and Lane
(1990) and with the union of the two subsets of data. The
results are listed in Table 3.
Then, the analysis was repeated for the double-helical
model in the same way, now using 00 values calculated for
double helices with radius A = 10 A, P = 34 A, and =
1200. This also was performed for the three choices of ex-
perimental data. The results are listed in Table 3. Fig. 6 B
presents, for the Schurr-Fujimoto model, the T,~r versus
length curves for various values of the root-mean-square am-
plitude, showing the best fit. (A similar figure for the other
model has the same aspect.) It was clear from the discussion
of Eimer et al. (1990) that the amplitudes of the internal
motions of the DNA bases are model-dependent. The dif-
ferences in the influence of the model used for describing the
internal dynamics may be smoothed, depending on which
parameters are chosen in the comparison. This is illustrated
in Table 3, where we see that the cone root-mean-square
angle, ( 02 )1/2, is much closer to ( SE2 )1/2 than the other cone
parameter, 00.
TABLE 3 Results of the analysis of Tmr in terms of internal motions, using the methods described In the text
Model Experimental data S 00, 0 (2)1/2, 0 (E2)1/2 0
Cylinder Eimer et al. (1990) 0.82 29 20 18
Cylinder Birchal and Lane (1990) 0.87 24 17 14
Cylinder Both subsets of data 0.85 26 18 16
Double helix Eimer et al. (1990) 0.74 35 25 24
Double helix Birchal and Lane (1990) 0.79 31 22 21
Double helix Both subsets of data 0.77 33 23 22
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From the present work, it is evident that the evaluation of
internal motion is also model-dependent in regard to the de-
scription of the overall dynamics of the molecule. Although
the cylindrical and the double-helical models have the same
Dt and DL, they differ in D11, and this is the origin of the
differences in the extent of internal motions predicted by
each model. Eimer et al. (1990) estimated a root-mean-
square amplitude of internal motions of about 200 using the
simple, cylindrical model. They cited some measurements
suggesting that internal motion can be so wide, although
other authors have found a significantly smaller amplitude
(Schurr and Fujimoto, 1988). From Table 3 we see that, when
a double-helical model is adopted for DNA, the root-mean-
square amplitudes are about 60 higher than the predictions
from the cylindrical model. Although this is somehow be-
yond previous estimates (Eimer et al., 1990), the difference
is not too large, and its significance may be tested in future
works, perhaps analyzing other sets of data or other prop-
erties. Anyhow, the root-mean-square angular fluctuation of
about 250 obtained in this work can be considered as a rea-
sonable upper limit estimate of the extent of internal motion
in DNA.
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